
Defying Convention

Proudly bringing our 
innovative technology 
solutions to businesses in 
Aberdeen



Introducing ViiA, the affordable, flexible, 
virtual infrastructure solution

ViiA is an end to end, fully customisable cloud  
solution, built on OpenStack technology, which  
provides great value by offering all the benefits 
of cloud as well as ongoing technical support 
from NVT Group.

Cloud on your terms

ViiA comes in both cloud hosted and integrated 
on-premise solutions, which allows you to 
deploy the blend of technologies which best fits 
your needs for performance, capacity, security 
and cost.  Both ViiA platforms are completely 
configurable to your specific requirements.

ViiA can replace or coexist with existing
virtualisation and cloud technologies such as  
vmware and Microsoft’s Hyper-V.  ViiA also 
integrates with all major public cloud platforms.  
We call it ViiA Extreme Hybrid.

ViiA provides the tools to monitor, manage and 
orchestrate your workloads to enable intelligent 
placement and migration across all of these
platforms, putting you in complete control.

Break free from traditional infrastructure

With traditional infrastructure comes traditional 
cost models and traditional vendor lock in.  

When you want to upgrade, the increments and 
costs are dictated by the vendor and not your 
requirements.

ViiA is different.  It is built on standard hardware 
and Open Source software, so acquisition 
costs are low and there are no maintenance 
charges.  The ViiA onsite appliance is available 
on a monthly rental model, so it’s your choice of 
CapEx or OpEx.

Beyond Enterprise Class

ViiA’s architecture model is based on the 
technology principles used in the data centres 
of some of the world’s largest ICT users and 
providers (e.g. Yahoo, Paypal, Intel, AT&T, Disney, 
Sony, Time Warner).

Even the very largest consumers of technology
recognise the way forward is Open Source and
industry standard hardware.  ViiA delivers those 
benefits for everyone.



Other storage and backup solutions available from NVT Group

Commvault provides data and information management software focused 
on mid-range and enterprise-level environments.  Commvault solutions can 
help you protect, access and use all of your data - anywhere and anytime.

Nimble is a leader in All-Flash and Hybrid Flash storage solutions, with 
its Predictive Flash Platform delivering absolute performance for your 
enterprise storage needs, with predictive analytics and cloud-like agility in a 
single architecture.

Tegile’s All-Flash and Hybrid storage arrays help your organisation eliminate 
data silos, simplify enterprise data storage management, and reduce costs 
by consolidating your workloads onto a single flash platform.

Infortrend is a pioneer in cost-effective, high performance storage products.  
Provides ESVA, EonStor, EonNAS storage solutions and SANWatch software 
for virtually all storage interfaces including Fibre Channel, SAS, iSCSI, SCSI 
and SATA.

For over 15 years, Nexsan has built a reputation for highly reliable,  
cost-effective storage designed to serve specific use cases and business 
demands.  Purpose-built storage with innovation, reliability and pricing that 
fits your budget. 

Veeam software enables the ‘Always-on’ enterprise by providing data centre 
availability with high-speed recovery and data loss avoidance.  Award 
winning solutions for small, medium and large sized enterprises.

Also introducing AiiR, the superfast connectivity solution, 
wherever you are and whenever you need it.

As well as innovating in cloud and storage technologies, at NVT 
Group we’re leading the way in providing superfast connectivity to 
businesses, including those in traditionally hard to reach areas.

A totally trouble-free solution

AiiR provides full, reliable wi-fi coverage across your business premises.  For a pre-agreed fixed price per 
month, we provide everything you need as a service.

While your business is running on AiiR, we will be proactively monitoring the health of your wi-fi network 
with early alerts to ensure that any support is deployed swiftly.  Also, you can rest assured that any 
maintenance or hardware is covered in the monthly fee.  Indeed, All AiiR solutions come with a no hardware 
costs, no installation costs and no maintenance costs guarantee for the duration of your contract.

Quest’s time saving backup and recovery solutions will help modernise your 
data protection. Protect anything whether it’s physical, virtual and/or in the 
cloud.
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Who to contact in Aberdeen

Mark Baur is your NVT Group contact for Aberdeen.  Mark is on hand 
to discuss any of your ICT service requirements but with a particular 
specialism in cloud computing, storage, backup and datacentre 
technology solutions.

mbaur@nvt.co.uk

07540 072797

AiiR is everywhere

Our technical experts have mastered how to make AiiR technology completely 
portable.  That means reliable, high speed internet connectivity can now be made 
available everywhere - even in previously inaccessible rural locations.  AiiR can 
also be provided as a temporary solution, so you only pay for the service for as 
long as you need it.

AiiR connects you to your customers

AiiR is the perfect solution for business which are looking to provide wi-fi 
connectivity to their customers.  It’s the same deal for your customers as it is for 
your staff.  For a pre-agreed fixed price per month, we will ensure that people 
can connect to a reliable wi-fi signal on your premises.  We can also provide 
mechanisms which capture their usage information so you can provide better 
services.

AiiR connects everything to everybody

AiiR facilitates a multitude of Internet of Things applications, even if your “things” 
happen to be in the most unlikely places.  Talk to us to find out how AiiR helps 
connect everyone, to everything, everywhere.


